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Read New X-Men () Issue # comic online free and high quality. Unique reading type: All pages - just need to scroll to read next
page. New X-Men # + Annual (): Numbering continued from X-Men ( series) issue The X-Men enter a darker era after the deaths of
almost every mutant on the island nation of Genosha. To fit this new age, the team donned new black and yellow uniforms.
E For Extinction Part 1 (of 3) Sixteen million mutants dead - and that's just the beginning! The destruction of Genosha is just the
beginning of a new era for the X-Men.
New X-Men was an American comic book ongoing series, written by Grant Morrison and featuring the mutant superhero team, the
X-Men. It was a retitling of the ongoing then-second volume of the main X-Men series, and shares the series' numbering, as opposed
to creating a different ongoing series with a new number one issue.
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The X-Men are wearing their new school uniforms for the first time. Publication Notes First issue written by Grant Morrison ; the
title, X-Men, is renamed New X-Men for the whole Morrison's run.
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